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The goal of this variant is to be able to play Puerto Rico with 2 players and be able to keep the same 

feeling than playing with more players. This variant is based on the official variant and on some other 

variants found on Board Game Geek including the one written by Tom Lehmann.

Setup

Player Board setup

- 1 doubloon

- 1 plantation (Indigo for the Governor and Corn for 2nd player)

Central Board Setup

- Remove 3 plantation tiles of each type

- Place only 3 face up plantation tiles at a time.

- Remove 3 quarries

- Place only 2 or each production building on the board.

- Place only 1 of each violet building on the board.

- 65 victory points (Tom Lehmann use 55 victory points in his variant)

- 40 colonist (2 are placed immediately on the ship) (Tom Lehmann use 35 colonist in his variant)

- Remove 2 goods of each type

- Use ship with space 4-5-6 (which are considered as a size of 3-4-5).

- Use only the basic roles (no prospector)

Rule Changes

Role Selection:  Each turn, 3 roles are going to be selected. The governor chose the 1st role, the other 

player choses the 2nd role and the governor chose the 3rd role. The governor switch player at the end 

of the turn and the game continue.

Doubloon Placement: When placing doubloon on the unused roles, the governor must place 2 

doubloon on 2 roles of his choice. He his forced to place doubloon in priority on the roles that has the 

least coins. In case of tie, the governor chose.

Example: If role A and B has 1 coin and role C has no coin. The first coin must be placed on role C and 

the 2nd coin can be placed on role A or B.

Ship size: The size of the ship has 1 less space than what is shown on the tile. So the ship size are 3, 4 

and 5 space. If you can manage to print a custom 3 space ship, then good for you.

Enjoy and have fun!


